An analysis of the temporal evolution of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) and the electron swarm parameters in oxygen and chlorine gases is presented. The spatially homogeneous time-dependent Boltzmann equation is solved for dc and radio-frequency ac electric fields by a finite-element method. A comparison is made of the swarm parameters obtained for the following three cases: (a) under the actual ac field; (b) assuming that the EEDF follows faithfully the applied ac field [quasi-steady-state (QSS) approximation]; and (c) using an :'effective" dc field (effective dc approximation). It is shown that the effective dc approximation is not applicable to either oxygen or chlorine for frequencies < 10 MHz; however, the QSS approximation is justified for chlorine discharges at < 13.56 MHz. This has important implications for reducing the computation time in modeling the bulk plasma of glow discharge reactors. It is also shown that atomic chlorine resulting from molecular dissociation has a significant effect on the swarm parameters, especially for large degrees of gas dissociation.
INTRODUCTION
Low-pressure molecular gas discharges are used widely in materials processing, gas lasers, and other applications.lB2 Electron-impact reactions with gas species are of primary importance in these discharges. For example, electron-impact molecular dissociation yields radicals and other reactive intermediates which are responsible for much of the chemistry taking place in glow discharges. Knowledge of the electron velocity distribution function and derived quantities (electron transport and rate coefficients) is essential for studying kinetics and transport in glow discharge processes. The electron velocity distribution function can be obtained by solving the Boltzmann transport equation.3 Quite often the electron drift velocity is much smaller than the electron thermal velocity. In such a case, the isotropic part of the distribution function is dominant. The electron energy distribution function (EEDF) can be derived from the velocity distribution function by using the relationship between velocity and energy. " A number of investigators have studied the steadystate EEDF in various gas discharges under an applied dc electric field. For example, Engelhardt and Phelps4 derived a set of elastic and inelastic collision cross sections for electrons in H, and D, by solving the Boltzmann equation using the two-term approximation. Nighans studied the EEDF and collision rates in N2, CO, and CO2 gases. Tagashira, Sakai, and Sakamoto6 solved the Boltzmann equation for high reduced electric fields (E/N) in Ar. Yachi et 4' used a multiterm approximation to solve the Boltzmann equation for CH4.
When the applied electric field varies with time, the __~ ~ "Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
EEDF is correspondingly time dependent. For sufficiently high frequencies of the ac field, calculation of the EEDF is greatly simplified by introducing the effective dc field approximation.8-'0 In this approximation, the actual ac field is replaced by an effective dc field which presumably transfers the same energy to the electrons. Although the effective dc approximation has been used widely, there is uncertainty as to under which conditions this approximation is valid. On the other hand, for sufficiently low frequencies, one may assume that the EEDF follows the applied field in a quasi-steady-state manner, i.e., at any particular point in time the EEDF would be identical to that calculated for a dc field of the same strength as that of the ac field at that point in time. The quasi-steady-state (QSS) approximation was recently used for modeling rf chlorine plasmas sustained between parallel plates1"*"2 and in tubular reactors.13 Both the effective dc and QSS approximations afford considerable savings in computation time since, under these approximations, the time-dependent Boltzmann equation does not need to be solved. The "high-" and "low-" frequency limits can be estimated by knowing the electron energy relaxation frequency (YJ. When the angular frequency of the applied field w (vu, the characteristic time for energy relaxation is much shorter than the period of the applied field. As a consequence, the EEDF can follow the time variation of the applied field in a quasistationary manner. At the other extreme of w $ Y, , the EEDF cannot follow the variation of the field, and the EEDF attains a nearly time-independent state. However, many practical rf discharges excited in the l-100 MHz range fall in the intermediate regime of applied frequencies (say, for 0.1 <W/V, < 10). The situation is further complicated by realizing that vu is a function of eleo tron energy. Hence, the condition w <vu may be realized for the tail of the distribution, while the opposite (w > YJ is true for the low-energy part of the distribution. Under these conditions it is not clear whether the effective dc or QSS approximations can be applied, or what error in the computed electron transport and reaction coefficients will result by applying any of the two approximations. In order to resolve this issue, one needs to solve the time-dependent Boltzmann equation and compare the results with those of the approximate solutions. If any of the approximations can be applied the computation time can be reduced significantly.
Recently, the time modulation of the EEDF under an applied rf field has been studied both experimentally'41'5 and theoretically. t6-'* Makabe and Goto16 demonstrated that it is necessary to consider the time dependence of the electron distribution function even at high-frequency fields for molecular gases that exhibit a Ramsauer minimum. Capitelli et al. " reported a calculation of the time modulation of the EEDF in SiH4 and SiH,H, gases under a rf field. Feoktistov et al. is considered the space-and timedependent Boltzmann equation in He gas as part of a glow discharge model for a parallel-plate rf plasma reactor. However, the temporal evolution of the EEDF in oxygen or chlorine gases under rf field excitation has not been reported.
The temporal evolution of the EEDF is also important during plasma ignition or extinction. For example, pulsed plasmas are used for minimizing particulates in SiH4 plasma deposition discharges," for the study of plasma and radical kinetics," as well as for a variety of other applications. As the EEDF cools down during the plasma off period of the cycle, rapid electron attachment to electronegative species can create a large concentration of negative ions which have a strong influence on the discharge characteristics and in turn on the quality of the deposited film. The EEDF and corresponding swarm parameter transient can be studied by imposing step changes on the electric field and observing the response.zl
In this work, the spatially uniform time-dependent Boltzmann transport equation is solved for the electron energy distribution function in oxygen and chlorine gases in the l-100 MHz frequency range, for conditions typical of low-pressure ( -1 Torr) discharges used for materials processing. Electron transport and reaction coefficients are calculated as a function of time for (a) step changes in the electric field to determine time constants for EEDF equilibration as well as the temporal evolution of radical production rate coefficients, and (b) radio-frequency sinusoidal electric fields to study the degree of modulation of the electron swarm parameters, and to test the applicability of the effective dc and QSS approximations. ( 1 (1) cdl where f(r,v,t) is the electron velocity distribution function (EVDF) at time t and spatial location r. Here v is the electron velocity and S= (6f/&),, is the collision integral which depends upon the details of the collision processes electrons undergo. In order to streamline the computational effort, the following simplifications were made.
(i) f=f(v,t), i.e., f is uniform in space. This implies that there are no spatial gradients of the electric field or electron density.
(ii) The following also holds:
i.e., a first-order spherical harmonic expansion of the EVDF is employed.3-8 Here f. is the isotropic part of the distribution and f1 is the anisotropic part. This so-called Lorenz approximation is quite popular and has been found to be adequate for a wide range of gases22 when (a) the electric field to neutral density ratio E/N is relatively small, and (b) the elastic collision cross section is much higher than the inelastic collision cross sections. When accounting for production of secondary electrons by ionization, the two-term expansion may be applicable even for strong fields. 23 In fact the two-term expansion has been used extensively to derive consistent sets of collision cross sections.4 When using sets of cross sections derived this way, the two-term expansion may give more accurate results than a multiterm expansion; however, the two-term approximation may be poor when anisotropic electron transport is important. An example is the sheath region of low-frequency ( < 10 MHz) discharges in which secondary electrons emitted from the wall accelerate in the sheath forming an electron beam.
(iii) For ac frequencies less than the momentum exchange frequency, f, (v,t) follows faithfully the applied field. Then f, (u,t) can be assumed to be in quasisteady state with the field and
Y,,,(V) being the electron momentum exchange frequency. The quasi-steady-state approximation for f, (v,t) is applicable for the frequency range examined in this work, namely l-100 MHz.
(iv) F=qE, where 4 is electric charge ( -e for an electron) and E is the dc or ac electric field applied. No magnetic-field effects are considered. ' (v) Temporal variations of electron density do not affect the shape of the distribution function. This assumption is reasonable even in ac discharges since electron density modulation in the bulk plasma is rather weak.24 (vi) Inelastic collisions of the first kind (ionization, excitation) are more important than collisions of the setond kind. Therefore, processes such as superelastic electron collisions with metastable oxygen molecules are neglected. Electron-electron collisions are also neglected.
Under these assumptions and after converting velocity to energy (e=mu'/2), the Boltzmann equation can be written as (in the following f is used instead of f. for simplicity)
where J, is a flux in the energy coordinate J~=-~(~)"2(~)2~YIP:x(f) Ngg). (3) k N is the gas number density and &(f), Qi,(f) are the elastic and inelastic collision integrals, respectively, which are given by
Here, Q&f> and Q,,,,(f) are the collision integrals for attachment and rotational excitation, respectively. In the above summations, index k runs over all heavy species and index j runs over all inelastic electron collisions, excluding attachment and rotational excitation; yk and Mk are the mole fraction and mass of the kth species, respectively, m is the electron mass, and T, is the gas temperature; o,&.(e) and ogk(e) are the cross SeCtiOnS for momentum transfer and inelastic collision j between electrons and the kth species, and lik is the energy threshold for inelastic collision j between electrons and the kth species.
The contributions from dissociative, electronic, and vibrational excitation and ionization processes are given in the first term of Eq. (5). The contribution from the twobody and three-body attachment processes is given as follows: (6) where o,,,,k(e)is the attachment cross section. The continuous approximation4J8 was used for Qrot(f>,
where Be is the rotational constant and crrot(e) is the rotational excitation cross section, and y, is the mole fraction of the molecular species.
Boundary and initial conditions
The boundary conditions for Eq. (2) are written in the form
where J, is the flux defined by Eq. (3) and (o[,k( E)n) is the velocity-averaged ionization rate coefficient for species k. Equation (8) denotes that the newly appearing electrons flow. into the energy domain through the boundary Ee-o.W5
The initial EEDF was chosen as Maxwellian with temperature T, ,
with a mean electron energy (E) = $kT,.
In addition, the EEDF was normalized by s om J;f(E)dE= 1.
3. Applied electric field
Both direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac) fields were used in Eq. (2), for dc case:
for ac case: E= E. sin wt, (13) where E. is the amplitude and o is the angular frequency of the electric field. The effective dc field is defined as (14) In the present work the energy dependence of the momentum exchange frequency V, was retained. Frequencies used in the calculation were w/27~= 1, 10, 13.56, and 100 MHz.
Electron transport and reaction coefficients
Once the EEDF is found, a number of electron swarm parameters can be calculated. The mean electron energy and rate coefficients of electron-particle reactions were computed by using Eqs. ( 15) and ( 16), respectively:
0 where j stands for the jth inelastic process with cross section oj ( E) . The electron drift velocity vd and the diffusion coefficient D, were calculated as follows: 
v,/N=vd(eE/N>/(ek-kTg).
Swarm parameters were calculated for a typical gas number density N=3 X 1016 cmW3, which is equivalent to 1 Torr at 322 K.
B. Method of solution
The finite-element method26'2' was employed to solve the time-dependent Boltzmann equation [Eq. (2)]. A special weighting function was defined to account for the contribution of the element containing ( e+ljk) to the element containing E. The equation was solved by a predictor/ multicorrector algorithm associated with the CrankNicholson scheme. The EEDF was normalized at every time step to eliminate errors accumulated in the process of numerical integration.18 A nonuniform energy mesh and a uniform time step were used. Solutions were obtained between e=O and e=emax, where emax is large enough such that f( E,,,) -0. A finer mesh was used where the collision cross sections have sharp changes. The convergence to steady state (or periodic steady state) was detected by the following criteria:
for dc case:
for ac case:
where f ( ei ,t) is the EEDF at energy Ei and time t, k, is the rate coefficient of an inelastic process which is sensitive to the tail of the EEDF (this was taken to be ionization), kx,j is the value of k, at time tj, and kx,avg is the time-average value of kx,j over a period of the applied field. NP is the number of nodal points in the energy coordinate, NT is the number of time steps per rf cycle (typically a few loo), 5 ss,dc and L,,ac are user-specified error tolerances (typically 10-6).
III. CROSS SECTIONS A. Oxygen
For this system only electron collisions with molecular oxygen were considered, i.e., the concentration of atomic oxygen was assumed negligibly small. Various kinds of inelastic processes such as excitation, ionization, and attachment, play an important role. Some of the excited states are potentially important sources of stored energy, e.g., the oxygen molecules in the lowest metastable state a 1As.28 Dissociative excitation (130 nm line) with a threshold of 14.7 eV, and electronic excitations to singlet delta (a 'A, 0.977 eV loss), singlet sigma (b '8, 1.627 eV loss) as well as excitations with 4.5, 6.0, 8.4, and 9.97 eV loss were included. In molecular gas discharges vibrational excita- For the both atomic rotational constant B. for O2 is 1.7X 10m4 chlorine discharge, electron collisions with and molecular chlorine were taken into account. The purpose was to investigate the effect of gas composition on the electron transport and reaction coefficients. The inelastic processes included in the calculation are listed in Table II . The same collision cross sections as before were used."-13>31
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Oxygen
Before any further calculations, the finite-element code was "tuned" and the numerical results were checked against known data. Numerical experiments were performed to determine the optimum mesh and time-step sizes. It was also verified that the steady state is independent of the initial condition.
The EEDF for a dc field with different E/N values is given in Fig. 1 Figure 2 shows the mean electron energy (E) and dissociative excitation rate coefficient kd as a function of E/N for a dc field. kd is important in etching discharges that are based on the action of oxygen atoms, e.g., etching of polymer fihn~.~~ The characteristic electron energy ek is also shown. The lines are the result of the finite-element calculation, and the data points are taken from Phelps.29 This again verifies the correctness of the finite-element calculation. The chain curve shown in Fig. 2 The time evolution of the electron transport and reaction coefficients in oxygen under a step change in the applied dc field is analyzed next. Figure 3 Figure 4 shows the time-dependent behavior of some electron swarm parameters for a dc field of E/N=80 Td applied at t=O, for two different oxygen number densities.
The initial distribution was assumed Maxwellian with mean energy 1.5 eV. Although the transient behavior varies with either the electric-field strength or the gas density, the steady-state results are a function of the reduced electric field strength E/N only. The steady state is reached faster for higher gas number density N as the number of collisions is proportional to N. The transient lasts for < 10 ns under these conditions. Figure 5 shows the decay of several swarm parameters. The EEDF was first allowed to reach steady state with a dc electric field of E/N=80 Td. The field was then switched off at time t= 2 ns (the switch-off time is of no consequence here). The excitation and ionization rate coefficients, both of which are tail processes, decay to very small values within several nanoseconds after field extinction. The mean energy, however, decreases at a much slower rate. The mean energy is determined primarily by the low-energy electrons. Hence, processes with low threshold energy such as attachment and vibrational excitation will continue long after excitation and ionization have extinguished. Of course, one must also consider the decay of the electron density n, since the rate of any electron-impact process depends on yt, as well. The decay and buildup of the EEDF is of importance in pulsed plasmas. Significantly different chemistry can happen in the "afterglow" as compared to the "active" discharge.33 The time-dependent EEDF for a sinusoidal field with peak E/N=80 Td and a frequency of 1 MHz is shown in Fig. 6(a) . The EEDF is modulated strongly at this low frequency. The tail of the distribution extends to higher energies when the applied field has a high value (e.g., at wt=?r/2 and 3?r/2), and retracts to lower energies when the applied field is low (0t=0, V, and 27~). The EEDFs are identical for wt=O and s-, or ot=?r/4 and ST/~. This implies that the EEDF is modulated at twice the applied field frequency.
A magnification of the EEDF in the low-energy region is shown in Fig. 6(b) . The spikes in the EEDF near the zero crossings of the applied field (&=O, rr) are caused by the vibrational excitations which have very sharp resonanttype cross sections at these low energies.
Figures 7(b), 7(c), and 7(d) show the time behavior of the mean and characteristic electron energy, dissociative excitation rate coefficient, and ionization rate coefficient, respectively, under the same conditions as for Fig. 6 . The applied electric field is plotted in Fig. 7(a) . The excitation and ionization rate coefficients are modulated fully, but the mean electron energy is not. In addition, a slight phase shift is observed in the mean (and characteristic) energy. This can be explained as follows: since high-energy (tail) electrons have more channels for loosing their energy than low-energy electrons, the tail of the EEDF is modulated much more than the low-energy region (see also Fig. 6 ). Now, ionization and excitation are tail processes, whereas the mean energy is determined primarily by the more pop- ulous low-energy electrons. In other words, the energy relaxation frequency for the tail electrons is much higher than the applied frequency, but this is not so for the lowenergy electrons. The points superimposed on the curves of Figs. 7(b)-7(d) correspond to the QSS approximation. One observes that this approximation is excellent for calculating electron reaction rate coefficients at a frequency of 1 MHz. Figure 8 shows the time-dependent EEDF for a peak E/N=80 Td and a frequency of 100 MHz. The degree of modulation is much reduced compared to the 1 MHz case (Fig. 6 ). Significant modulation of the tail of the EEDF still persists, but the bulk of the distribution is only slightly modulated. Furthermore, no spikes are observed at low energy near the zero crossings of the field. A phase shift between the applied field and the EEDF is clearly evident since the tail at ot=O extends further than that at cot=n-/ 4. As the frequency is increased even further, modulation of the whole distribution will cease and a time-independent EEDF will be obtained. This is expected to happen for frequencies o/2rr> 1 GHz. In this high-frequency regime the quasi-steady-state assumption for f, breaks down. One then needs to solve a coupled system of time-dependent equations for fe and f i . 9
loo r-'-. Figures 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d) show the time behavior of the mean and characteristic electron energy, dissociative excitation rate coefficient, and ionization rate coefficient, respectively, under the same conditions as for Fig. 8 . The applied electric field is plotted in Fig. 9 (a) . In contrast to Fig. 7 , the excitation and ionization rate coefficients are not modulated fully. Modulation of the mean and characteristic energies is even weaker. In addition, a large phase shift is observed between the applied field and the swarm parameters. The points superimposed on the curves of Figs. 9 (b)-9 (d) correspond to the QSS approximation. It is apparent that this approximation is not valid for 100 MHz.
B. Chlorine Figure 10 shows the modulation of the EEDF for a peak reduced field of E/N=200 Td and a frequency of 10 MHz, for 100% Cl, gas. The distribution function is modulated strongly. The electron mean energy, dissociative excitation rate coefficient, and total (molecular plus atomic chlorine) ionization rate coefficient are shown in Figs. 11 (b) , 11 (c), and 11 (d) , respectively. The applied field is shown in Fig. 11 (a) . Results in Fig. 11 were calculated for three different atomic chlorine mole fractions, 0%, 50%, and lOO%, the balance being molecular chlorine. For a constant applied field, the mean energy and rate coeffi-"cients increase with increasing mole fraction of atomic chlorine ycl. The opposite is true at microwave frequencies, i.e., the mean energy and rate coefficients decrease with increasing ycl . This has been explained before.13
Figures 12(b), 12(c), 12(d), and 12(e) show the time behavior of the mean and characteristic electron energy, dissociative excitation, ionization, and attachment rate coefficients, respectively, for a peak E/N=200 Td and a frequency of 13.56 MHz. The applied electric field is plotted in Fig. 12(a) . The excitation and ionization rate coetlicients are modulated fully, but the mean and characteristic energy as well as the attachment rate coefficient are not. In addition, a slight phase shift is observed in the swarm parameters. The points superimposed on the curves of Figs. 12(b)-12(e) were calculated for a dc electric field of magnitude equal to that of the actual ac field at the particular instant in time (QSS approximation). One observes that the system follows the QSS approximation quite well at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. This approximation was made to conserve computation time when modeling a parallel-plate plasma reactor." As shown below (Table IV) , the QSS approximation is excellent for calculating radical production rates in the bulk region of a chlorine discharge at 13.56 MHz and -1 Torr. The QSS approximation is also valid when the electric field is increased to 500 Td (Fig.  13 ). Higher electric fields are found near the walls of the discharge (sheath). However, one needs to solve the spaceand time-dependent Boltzmann equation to account for steep gradients in the electric fields in the sheath region.
C. Comparison with approximate solutions
In plasma reactor modeling one is frequently interested in calculating the production rate of radicals and ions. For frequencies in the MHz range, these species do not respond to the rapid variation of the field, and time-average dissociation kd and ionization ki rate coefficients may be appropriate. Table III Tie-dependent swarm parameters for 100% Cl,. An ac field with frequency of 13.56 MHz and peak E/N=200 Td was applied; (a) applied electric field (Td); (b) mean (E) and characteristic electron energy ek (eV); (c) dissociative excitation rate coefficient kd ( 10m9 cm"/s); (d) ionization rate coefficient ki (IO-" cm'/s), and (e) dissociative attachment rate coefficient (lo-" cm3/s). Points are calculated using the QSS approximation.
field and then it was time averaged (this is shown as ac); (b) the parameter was found assuming that the EEDF follows completely the applied ac field and then it was time averaged (shown as QSS); and (c) the parameter was found using the effective dc field (shown as Eff. dc). For a frequency < 10 MHz the QSS approximation is very reasonable for oxygen. The effective dc approximation is not good for < 10 MHz, but for 100 MHz it is within 30% of the time-averaged ac value, for the conditions studied. Although the effective electric-field strengths for 1, 10, and 100 MHz are almost the same (within 3%), the timeaveraged ac swarm parameters are quite different. Table IV shows the corresponding comparison for 100% Cl, at 13.56 MHz. The QSS approximation is excellent, but the effective dc approximation is inadequate. The QSS approximation gives radical production and ionization rate coefficients within 1% and 5%, respectively, of the actual value. As mentioned earlier, use of the QSS approximation reduces substantially the computation time in plasma reactor modeling. In essence, one can then solve the timeindependent Boltzmann equation for different values of E/N, and genexate look-up tables or analytic expressions of the electron swarm parameters as function of E/N and gas composition. Balance equations determining the selfconsistent electric field and electron and radical densities FIG. 11 . Time-dependent swarm parameters as a function of atomic FIG. 13. Time-dependent swarm parameters for 100% Cl,. An ac field chlorine mole function yc, (balance is molecular chlorine). An ac field with frequency of 13.56 MHz and peak E/N=500 Td was applied; (a) with frequency of 10 MHz and peak E/N=200 Td was applied: (a) applied electric field (Td); (b) mean (E) and characteristic electron enapplied electric field (Td); (b) mean electron energy (E) (eV); (c) dissociative excitation rate coefficient kd ( 10e9 cm'/s); (d) total ionization ergy ek (eV); (c) dissociative excitation rate coefficient kd (IO-' cm3/s); (d) ionization rate coefficient kj (lo-" cm3/s), and (e) dissociative atrate coefficient ki (IO-" cm3/s). For the case ym= 1, k, is plotted after tachment rate coefficient (lo-" cm3/s). Points are calculated using the reducing by ten times.
QSS approximation. can then be integrated directly (and rapidly). This procedure obviates the need of solving the time-dependent Boltzmann equation coupled with the other balance equations.
V. SUMMARY
The spatially uniform time-dependent Boltzmann equation was solved to determine the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) in oxygen and chlorine gases. A general finite-element code was developed which is applicable to any gas mixture. The time evolution of the EEDF and of the electron swarm parameters under step changes of a dc electric field or under a radio-frequency ac field was examined.
For electric fields found in the bulk plasma of glow discharge reactors at -1 Torr, the effective dc approximation is not applicable for oxygen and chlorine gases for frequencies < 10 MHz. The quasi-steady-state approximation is excellent for chlorine at < 13.56 MHz, giving dissociation and ionization rate coefficients within a few % of the actual vahre. By making this approximation one can reduce substantially the computation time needed for modeling these discharges. The finite-element code can also handle spatial dependencies of the EEDF. Spatiotemporal solutions of the EEDF are useful in large scale simulations of glow discharge plasmas.
